
Official Paint of the 
Las Vegas Raiders®

PPG provides coatings for the 
new, state-of-the-art Allegiant 
Stadium in Las Vegas.

Case study

The Customer

Las Vegas Raiders®

The Location

Las Vegas, NV

The Challenge

Allegiant Stadium is a global events destination with a 
distinctive black and silver exterior and spectacular views of 
the Las Vegas Strip. PPG had to match these key colors and 
ensure this stadium reflected the visually stunning aesthetic 
that would be expected of a Las Vegas destination. This project 
required a tight adherence to deadlines, so coatings that would 
be easy to apply with long-lasting protection were necessary.

The Solution

PPG recommended the PPG AMERCOAT® 68 HS 
and PPG PSX® 700 coatings system for this project. 
PPG AMERCOAT 68 HS is a three-component zinc-rich epoxy 
primer that provides excellent corrosion protection with the 
ability to be top coated quickly. As this primer is made for 
carbon steel substrates and is ideal for projects where fast 
turnaround is needed, it helped with keeping the project 
on schedule. To meet the striking silver and black color 
requirements, MANICA Architecture specified PPG PSX 700 
in “Black Gold” and “Silver Fox” colors. PPG PSX covered the 
building’s exposed and unexposed structural steel due to its 
extended resistance to ultraviolet (UV) exposure. 

The Benefits

PPG PSX 700 hits the three critical points of easy application, 
lasting protection and outstanding visual aesthetics, which 
were all requirements of a highly visible project like the new 
Allegiant Stadium. With its excellent adhesion, outstanding 
corrosion and chemical resistance and long-term gloss 
and color retention, PPG PSX 700 was the perfect choice. It 
significantly outlasts the best three-coat systems for long-
lasting protection for Allegiant Stadium.

The Result

Protective and decorative coatings from PPG’s industrial, 
refinish, protective and marine, and architectural coatings 
businesses give the stadium its sleek look that stands out 
amidst the famous Las Vegas strip.
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